Positions open
on A.S. judiciary
By Debbie Block
Applications for the five vacant A.S.
[mile Barozzi, counselor to student
judiciary seats are now available in the activities, admitted "The selections
A.S. offices on the third level of the
should have been made earlier."
He agreed with Leonardi however,
Student Union, according to Leon
Farley, A.S. personnel officer.
that a personnel director had to be
chosen first.
Farley said the applications must be
But according to Tim Robb, ex chief
turned back in by Jan. 7. He said interviews then will be held and selec- justice, Leonardi has known about the
resignations all semester and should
tions will be made by Jan. 14.
Three of the vacancies came after have acted much earlier.
"It was not something that just
three justices resigned, one last spring
happened overnight. It was nothing that
and two early this fall.
The two other justices’ terms will end snuck up on him. He knew a long time
this January. The one remaining about the resignations," Robb claimed.
He added that although if necessary
justice and the three faculty
representatives wil stay on the the judiciary could make a quorum
judiciary through the spring semester. from its acting members, "It can’t
Rudi Leonardi, A.S. president, said really run this way."
He said that because of the "in
the delay in filling the vacant seats
occurred because Farley, responsible limbo" condition of the judiciary, those
for the selection of the justices, was not who have wanted to bring complaints to
assigned to his post until two weeks the body have been reluctant to do so.
Robb also said people have not been
ago.
According to Leonardi, A.S. had worried about constitutional ruling
trouble finding a permanent personnel being brought against them because
officer, and Farley, once selected, had they are aware of the inter-judiciary
problems.
to set up a five member committee.
According to Rick Marks, A.S. viceLeonardi said the time factor"
involved in budget negotiations for this president, another problem which now
year was another reason for the plagues the judiciary is the "apathy"
postponement in chosing the officer and surrounding the vacant positions.
Marks said he will be surprised if
judiciary.
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Trustees January meeting’s agenda
and should be approved by the end of
that month. He also said the expected
date for signing the contracts to buy the
bonds and construct the project is now
set for June 12, 1974.
"The inability to get all the paper
work done is what is holding everything
up," Dr. Brazil stated.
Dr. Brazil also stated that the
original plans for the project, submitted by the city’s public works
department, called for a 14 month
construction schedule.
He said construction schedule has now
been extended to 18 months, with a
three month grace period in the event of
some unforseen delays.
As a result of the delay in completion
of the project, the Spartan football
team will have to seek an alternate site
on which to play its "home" games.

Judge holds Mitford’s fate

Rudi Leonardi
enough applications are submitted to
fill all the posts.
But Leonardi and Farley are optimistic that all seats will be filled by
the end of January.

Dr. John Caine, Spartan athletic
director, said the school has been
negotiating with Santa Clara and
Stanford for the use of their football
facilities. At this time, the use of Buck
Shaw Stadium is all but finalized for the
1974 season, but nothing has yet been
decided for 1975.

By Russ Brown
Attorneys for visiting sociology
professor Jessica Mitford and the SJSU
administration concluded their court
arguments Friday and the fate of
Mitford’s fingerprints is now in the
hands of Superior Court Judge William
Ingram.
According to David Nawi, Mitford’s
attorney, Ingram may either make an
immediate decision or put it off for any
length of time he wishes.
Nawi contended in court i7riday that
President John Bunzel’s demand that
Mitford submit her fingerprints as a
condition of her employment constitutes an infringement on the constitutional right from unreasonable
search and seizure.
However, John Klee, deputy attorney
general representing President Bunzel,
argued Mitford’s fingerprints, which
were turned over to the court as part of
a compromise to allow her to continue
teaching, were not protected by the
Constitution.
"We submit there is not a constitutional right here," Klee said. "I
don’t see why fingerprinting is so
unusual that someone wouldn’t expect
it as part of standard state hiring
procedure."
Klee pointed out the fingerprinting
policy is currently being enforced at
San Francisco State University, though
he admitted, "there was a time when it
was not." He said it has always been
enforced at SJSU, with the only exception being cases that have slipped
through due to human error.
Nawi told the court there is neither a
state law nor a trustee’s policy that
requires fingerprinting of university
professors.
The authority to fingerprint is
presently being exercised under the
authority of a 1963 memo from the
Chancellor’s office that requires the
fingerprint policy "be continued."
Nawi believes the original policy
grew out of a federal statute that
required all state employes to be
fingerprinted. However, the statue no
longer exists.
Klee asserted when the legislature
delegated the power to govern the
University to the trustees, the power for
them to fingerprint was implied.
When the trustees in turn delegated
the power to hire and fire to the
presidents, the procedures necessary to
accomplish this, including fingerprinting, were also implied.

A.S. Program Board
finally starts functioning
Now that the semester is coming to a close, the A.S. Program Board has
finally selected members to serve on its entertainment and forum committees.
The entertainment board is composed of three returning veterans and
three new members. Wallace Allen, graduate in psychology; Hector
I,izarde, junior in social science; and Suzanne Allayaud, junior in art, will all
be serving for their second year with the exception of Allayaud who is in her
third year on the board.
Karen Sweetland, graduate student in Women’s Studies; Edwardo Castro,
graduate in art; and Robert (Chico) Aldape, junior in political science, are
all new members.
The forums board is composed of three students new to the committee:
Dave Welch, junior in political science; Sonny Cogo, senior in social science;
and Marie Fuentes, junior in liberal studies.
Although the appointments were late in the semester, the members still
have before them the task of contracting for pop concerts, music and dance
programs and speakers for the spring semester.
The first meeting is scheduled for tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the Pacheco
Room. Students with suggestions are invited to attend.

Chances dim for vet boost
The chances for a GI Bill rate increase for 1973 have passed.
The proposed legislation has been
delayed by a dispute between Congress
and the Administration over a cost of
living clause. The House Veterans
Affairs Subcommittee on Education
recommended a 13.5 per cent increase

while the White House favors eight per
cent.
The full package of increases is expected to be taken up by the full House
Veterans Affairs Committee before the
first session adjourns. Even if reported
out of committee and passed by the
House, though, time has run out for
Senate action.

Inside the Daily
How are faculty cutbacks going to affect student enrollment at SJSU?
According to Hobert Burns, academic vice president, cutbacks could result
in students being refused admission. Paula Dorian has details in the first of
two articles on the subject on page 3.

I

Arguments concluded in case

Incomplete paper work causes
Spartan Stadium expansion delay
By Tim Robb
The expansion of Spartan Stadium,
from its present capacity of 18,000 to
37,000, will not be completed until early
1976, several months later than expected.
University and city officials had
previously been predicting completion
of the project in time for its use during
the 1975 football campaign. But according to Dr. Burton Brazil, SJSU
executive vice president, several
delays have pushed the completion date
past original expectations.
"First the plans and specifications
for the project have to be approved,"
Dr. Brasil said. "Then there are
several time delays mandated by law,
for floating bonds and issuing bids on
the project."
Dr. Brazil said the plans and
specifications are on the Board of

1934

John HavnS

Scrooge humbugs here
Ebenezer Scrooge, actor Russ Bernhardt, who is currently appearing at
the Old Town Theater in Ims Gatos, visited the SJSU campus yesterday,
Truelove.
accompanied by his pet partridge-in-a-oear-tree Mr.
Grouching because there were no Christmas lights on campus for him to
turn off, Scrooge wished everyone a humbugged Christmas and Truelove
concurred.
However, Scrooge confided he might be having a change of heart if certain
ghosts visited him on Christmas Eve.

Therefore, Klee reasoned, fingerprinting need not derive from a formal
written policy. "Does it mean a
President can’t ask a potential employe
for his resume, or his photograph, or his
name, just because state code doesn’t
say so specifically?" he asked.
If the legislature had intended to
delegate the power to fingerprint to the
Chancellor, it should have been more
explicit, Nawi replied.
"If all that was at stake was an insignificant policy, it might not have to

be stipulated, but fingerprinting
violates constitutional protections
against search and seizure," Nawi said.
Nawi refused to speculate what he
believed Ingram’s decision will be,
saying, "the time to predict is before
you go to court to decide if it’s woth it."
Mitford, who remained silent through
the legal arguments, threatened to
appeal if she lost. "Never underestimate the stupidity of university
administrators," she stated. "I think
they’ll lose in the long run."

Mitford case ’could be moot’
Both sides have argued their points
but it is conceivable that the Jessica
Mitford fingerprint question could
become a moot issue.
Judge William Ingram, the presiding
judge, said there is no statute which
sets a time limit on when his decision
must be made, however he added,
"submitted matters should be settled
within 90 days." He said this is a
general rule of the judicial council.
He contended that making his

ultimate decision depends on his
schedule. He said he has no idea when
this will be, because he has "other
cases to consider." He must also read
the briefs of both sides in the Mitford
matter, their authorities, then he must
consider all material.
If Judge Ingram decides the Mitford
question after the semester is over, his
verdict won’t matter because Mitford’s
SJSU teaching contract will have expired.

Funding approved
for cultural week
The Special Allocations committee unanimously passed a recommendation to the A.S. Council Friday for a $2,000 grant and an underwrite of
$1,695 to the Semana Chicana Organizing Committee,
The Semana Chicana committee requested the funding to produce its third
annual cultural week, March 11-22.
The grant, which provides $2,000 outright, and the underwrite, which
allocates $1,645 to be paid back to the Special Allocations committee from
the program’s profits, will be used for publication and other expenses.
The remainder of the program’s expenses, about $10,000, will be provided
by the A.S. Program Board, according to Andy Lucero, committee
representative.
Among the activities planned for the 11 day program are appearances by
the Teatro Campesino, a Chicano theater group, and Cesar Chavez, United
Farmworkers president.

Prof. criticizes
’token’ measures
By Dean Daily
SJSU assistant professor of the BAAPCD over a number of issues.
management and long-time smog A law suit filed by Venuto’s group in
fighter Peter Venuto blasted the smog 1971 forced the BAAPCD, after a long
abatement record of the Bay Area Air fight, to release the names of the top ten
Pollution Control District (BAAPCD) in industrial pollutors in the Bay Area in
a speech Friday.
Referring to the BAAPCD, Venuto
said it had three problems. "First of all
the regulations have tended to be token.
Enforcement has been lip service and
third they have been managing the
news," he told a business management
The
class.
BAAPCD was created in 1955 by
the California Legislature to regulate
stationary pollution sources in the San
Francisco area. The district encompasses the entire Bay Area, with
each county represented in a board of
directors which sets regulations for the
control of stationary smog sources.
Automobiles are not included in the
district’s jurisdiction.
Since 1965, the Citizens Against Air
Pollution, a San Jose based
organization led by Venuto, has
monitored both the polluters and the
agency formed to fight them.
Peter Venuto
Venuto, who was once an industry
pollution categories,
different
several
technical writer, is facing the loss of his
job since he was informed by the which in the past had been secret inbusiness department last summer that formation,
Repeatedly Venuto showed examples
he would not be retained. He has appealed that decision through the of how the BAAPCD "legalized
his talk, As an example
Faculty Greivance Committee, and its pollution" in
agency’s ban
recommendation now sits on President Venuto cited the pollution
against outdoor agricultural burning.
John. H. Bunzels’ desk.
But that controversy did not figure in Farmers could not burn trees, for
last Friday’s talk by Venuto in BC 14. example, on their property unless they
The clean air crusader’s program was were certified as diseased. Venuto said
in the form of a slide presentation, in that developers used this provision to
which he showed pictures of stationary their advantage when they wanted to
clear an orchard for house building by
polluters in the Bay Area.
Venuto refuted the claim that auto simply allowing the orchard to
pollution was the only important source deteriorate to a diseased condition, and
of air pollution in the Bay Area. "One then burning them, thus saving
factory can pollute as many as one removal costs.
Venuto said that businessman also
million cars," he said.
lie added that the BAAPCD claim saved money by allowing their
that 99 per cent of all Bay Area in- buildings to be burned down as fireman
dustries were in compliance with the training exercises, thus saving money
and circumventing burning restricrules of the district was misleading.
"Ten of fifteen polluting industries in tions.
The BAAPCD was also accused by
the Bay Area can make a tremendous
Venuto of allowing industries to
difference," he said.
The assistant professor’s attitude polluted excessively by using antiquted
toward the effectiveness of the methods of emissions monitoring based
BAACPD was summarized by his claim on the darkness of the smoke as
"that if you asked anybody within the measured by the "Ringleman smoke
BAACPD if they or the Citizens Against chart," in which smoke of a certain
Air Pollution were doing a more ef- darkness would be prohibited. This
fective job in fighting smog, they would practice, said Venuto, allowed the long
time emission of harmful invisible
say the CAAP."
The CAA F’ over the years has battled pollution.
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Editorial

Student lobbyists failing

Future Now

’Strong EPA stand needed
Mark B iiss in anti
Santa Clara County citizens may
walk a mile for a Camel, but they
definitely won’t walk a mile to
work.
If the recent Environmental
Protection Agency ( EPA 1 ruling
demanding a surcharge tax on
local parking lots goes into effect in
July, 1975, as planned, county
residents might be faced with
walking that mile.
On the face, the EPA proposal is
valid and important. It has
proposed a mandatory 10 cent
hourly surcharge on tax on parking
garages and lots in cities over
100,000 in population. Both San Jose
and Sunnyvale fit into this
category.
They claim the program will
phase out use of the automobile in
large cities, especially the inner
city.
This move by the EPA is a step, a
giant step, toward the day when
our valley will be connected by an
efficient rapid transit system,
instead of miles of pavement and

grimmy air.
However, it is questionable
whether the country is ready for
such a giant step.
At present, the only transportation alternative to the auto is
a handful of county-run buses.
These are running on a severely
limited amount of fuel because of
the gasoline shortage.
The county optimistically plans
to have 200 buses in service by next
July, but should the EPA ruling
take effect, these buses would not
be able to handle half of the
commuter traffic.
Already local politicians have
jumped on the band wagon to crush
the regulations and the EPA has
consequently weakened its stand.
It originally had set a Dec. 12
deadline for cities to propose
alternatives to the surcharge tax.
It now has extended that deadline
indefinitely.
Although a plan to eliminate city
parking in one law or cause

economic hardship which in turn
would cause the demise of city
parking may be necessary in the
long run, transportation alternatives to the average citizen must
be available.
To make its usually bold action
pay off, the EPA must set a definite
plan to eliminate city traffic over
the next five to 10 years.
It must support and solicit
federal funding for both rapid
transit research and construction.
It must continually pressure cities
to gradually eliminate parking as
cheap and attractive alternate
forms of transportation are built.
The end result will be energy
savings, a decline in air pollution
and an increase in the beauty of the
Santa Clara Valley.
However, hard, but workable
stand by the EPA is necessary.
Only when the automobile owner is
forced to leave his treasured,
energy chugging chariot behind,
will alternative forms of transportation succeed.

The material and services fee increase recently
proposed by the Board of Trustees apparently took a
number of people by surprise and we’re talking
about 269,000 students.
The increase was approved in a rapid move at the
most recent trustees meeting (Nov. 27-28) and means
every student in the state university and colleges
system may be paying more next year, with no increase in services despite a higher fee.
A fulltime student here at SJSU may pay $96 per
semester beginning next fall because of the increase.
Presently, of course, the fulltime fee is $83.
The proposed increase conceivably could be altered
or even rejected outright as it makes its way through
the hands of the State Department of Finance, the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee, and Gov.
Reagan. But the governor is apparently set on raising
the fee and the legislature probably doesn’t have the
power to override any action he might take.
Increase or not, the question we have is this. Why
didn’t students have advance knowledge of the
proposed increase?
We believe the blame falls squarely on the
California State University and Colleges Student
Presidents Association ( CSUCSPA ), the coalition of 18
student presidents which purports to express the
opinion of 269,000 students, as well as maintain a
lobbyist in Sacramento.
The CSUCSPA meets every month for a two-day
session and, obviously, has members all over the
state. The trustees met in Los Angeles, right in the
midst of the Los Angeles-Fullerton-Long BeachPomona state university campuses.
We find it highly incredible, in the first place, that
none of the student presidents from those campuses
was able to find out about the trustees proposal until
Nov. 23 or there abouts and inform the other student
presidents so that a united opposition could be coordinated.
The CSUCSPA did on Nov. 25, hurriedly pass a
resolution opposing the increase at its regular meeting
in San Diego, but it came only two days before the
trustees meeting. Furthermore, only two student
presidents attended the trustees meeting when the
new fee was passed.

We find it even more incredible, in the second place,
that the CSUCSPA was uninformed of trustee intentions by Genaro Castillo, who is paid by student
presidents to be a liaision with the chancellor’s office.
Castillo is stationed in Los Angeles. He, of all people,
should have known and relayed the information.
Castillo holds one of four salaried positions paid out
of CSUCSPA membership dues, to which SJSU contributes $1,200 per semester.
Perhaps his $100 a month salary isn’t much
stimulus, but if he’s being paid (even that small
amount), he ought to do his job.
Joe Hay, the Sacramento lobbyist, surely must have
had some inkling of trustee intentions. And if he didn’t,
perhaps he should have. Trustees budgets, after all do
have to gain legislative approval.
In our own attempt to find out why CSUCSPA knew
nothing of the proposed fee hike before it passed, we
sent letters to each of the student newspapers in the 19campus CSUC system.
Fullerton, Fresno, San Luis Obispo and Stanislaus
responded, each saying they had no advance
knowledge of the proposed increase. In fact, they said
our letter was the first they had heard of the proposed
fee raise.
Long Beach, however, was a different story.
The editor said he knew the increase was coming
ever since Oct. 29. His paper covered the trustees’
Finance Committee meeting and published stories on
Oct. 30-31.
The article apparently stirred little reaction from
the campus because only one letter was received on
the subjectit appeared the day the trustees convened
and the paper itself didn’t take an editorial stand one
way or another.
If the paper knew about the increase, why didn’t the
student body president?
CSUCSPA is breaking down badly in communications. Press releases, if they ever arrive, are
usually late. And when the Sacramento lobbyist, the
chancellor’s liaison, and the student body presidents
themselves can’t even get together.. well, it’s time to
question the very existence of that organization.
We do.

Speak out!
The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from interested individuals
on or off campus. For quick and
full publication letters should be
limited to 10 inches, or about 350
words. The editor reserves the
right to edit for taste, libel, space

or style. The editor also reserves
the right to cease publication on
topics he feels have been
exhausted.
Letters may be brought to the
Spartan Daily in JC 208 or sent care
of the Department of Journalism
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.
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Letters to the Editor
’Boycott

was’

Editor:
We call on all prisoners to join in
a nationwide prisoners boycott of
the traditional Christmas dinner.
We prisoners are expected to
pause at Xmas-time with Middle
America: to eat and be merry and
feel thankful. But all across
America, hidden behind the myths
and the dollar signs and fancy
tinsel, there is hunger of body and
spirit. The system-enforcers are
everywhere; repressing people,
violating the Bill of Rights,
protecting and enforcing the
priorities and life styles of the
profit -makers. Forty million
people live in poverty. Millions
more can barely make ends meet.
There is massive inflation,
unemployment,
borken-down
neighborhoods, outrageous pricetags on everything from the basic
necessities of life to civil rights.
And for the millions of Third World
and poor White people, the injustices
of
poverty,
institutionalized racism, inequality
of opportunity, exploitation and
oppression, is what life is all about.
We prisoners know this. These
injustices are what prison is all
about.
Attica is to the prison system
what the American police-courtprison business if to capitalism.
Attica is the reverse side of the
American dollar. Attica is poverty
Is imilaality is injustice is racism.
Attica is My Lai is irr is
Watergate is abuse of power is
Behavior Modification. Attica was
no mistake. The machine-gun
butchery carried out by the selfrighteous mercenaries is officially
sanctioned. Nixon, Rockefeller,
Oswald, those in power, clearly

understood the effect that widely
publicized negotiated settlement at
Attica would have on other contained ghettos. Attica is Law and
Order is Status Quo is every prison
is every ghetto is Attica. There will
be no pause for Xmas inside Attica.
Many of us have always refused
to take any holiday dinners - as a
silent personal protest. Let them
keep their turkeys and stuffing,
even though it is the only decent
meal most of us would have all
year.
We now call on all prisoners to
join in a boycott of Xmas dinner.
We will not mourn the dead nor
sing praises to the survivors. Too
many of us are still dying, 1000’s of
us are burned alive. We refuse to
take the Xmas meal as a gesture of
solidarity with the 60 Attica
brothers who are taking the
weight. We are protesting
everything Attica represents.
Two years ago, after months of
being lied to, harassed, ignored in
trying
to
negotiate
their
grievances, 1200 men risked
whatever they had - and revolted.
That New York list of 28 grievances
has been echoed for many years all
over the country, in every prison
and city uprising from Walpole and
Wounded Knee to San Quentin and
Newark. They were the same
demands shouted for in the Tombs,
in Alderson and Leavenworth, in
Baltimore and McAlister, in Rhode
Island and Georgia, in New
Hampshire and Illinois - demands
for those human and civil rights
that have long been denied to
people held under the iron heel of
the system, whether we be in
ghettos or reservations, in sweat
shops of mindless schools, or in
prison.
Three million dollars and all the

fantastic resources of the State of
New York have been geared to
convict the 60 defendants to justify
the state’s barbarity. They have
been indicted on 1300 separate
counts, calling for thousands of
years, plus the death penalty.
Their lawyers are all volunteering
services, as are many people, but
the defense expenses will cost over
$500,000.
And so we call on people
everywhere to join in solidarity
with the Attica brothers. We ask
our people who are not in prison to
buy one less Xmas gift for each
other: and to donate the price of
that gift to the Attica brothers
defense fund, c. o the National
Lawyers Guild, 23 Cornelia St.,
NY, NY 10014.
The Walpole Chapter
National Prisoners
Reform Association
Prisoners Against Poverty,
Racisim & War

Select ire blinder
Editor:
I am outraged at the Spartan
Daily’s shirking of responsibility to
the students at SJSU. A 100 per cent
relavent forum was presented last
Monday on the nature of the artificially created energy crisis that
is having drastic effects on the
lives of American people.
You chose to belabor Santa’s
Christmas light crisis rather than
inform the student body of their
chance to acquire the type of information that is vital to intelligent
awareness of our world. How can
students be !nformed if their press
"service" ignores their activities?
Whether consciously or not, you
have assisted Nixon in his attempts
to divert the people from the real

issues of the profit crisis.
In the future please straighten up
and present some before-the-fact
coverage of events without letting
the selective blinders of your apparent
biases
encourage
ignorance.
Glenn Zappulla

I ; nerpm I psyches
Editor:
Mr. Wesson’s indignation about
the misunderstanding and failure
of acceptance of the message
conveyed in "his series of articles"
for the Spartan Daily is itself
difficult to understand. I found at
least one of his "articles" mildly
amusing, so perhaps he’s indignant that some readers took
them seriously.
In 1973 it’s difficult to believe
that a Black man, unless he is a
member of a university faculty,
would endorse Chief Justice
Taney’s ruling in the Dred Scott
decision or Justice Brown’s opinion
in Plessy v. Ferguson.
Admittedly, I am not well versed
in the most recent scientific
discovers in psychology and
sociology (I prefer to employ my
time more beneficially) but I find
of great significant Mr. Wesson’s
observation that there is a Black
psyche, a White psyche and also a
Chinese one.
I assume Mr. Wesson didn’t
intend to use psyche in its original
meaning, because "the dialogue
was (not) written in the AngloAmerican dialect," and "soulMother" doesn’t belong to the
culture using that dialect although
"psyched-out" may be the dialect
of one of its sub-cultures.
So allowing that Mr. Wesson’s

use of "psyche" indicates its
modern psychological use he informs us that the essential prerational or creative self, or what I
believe Freud, in his misunderstanding of Neitzche, called the
"id," is culturally different; so
much so that only those whose
psyches have been moulded by the
same, not different, "life experiences" can, when equipped
with the appropriate tools,
clinically probe the individual
psyche of soul-brothers (are there
cultural psyches also. ..how logical
is scientific psychology!).
The psyche, being a cultural, not
a human problem, leads us to
conclude that there is, strictly
speaking, no human problem
because there are only cultures,
and culturally developed psyches,
Blacks, Chinese and Whites,
although among Whites Mr.Wesson
distinguishes Anglo-Americans, so
perhaps there are other species of
Whites. But how can there be
species if there is no common
genesis, the psyche being culturebound and not trans-cultural!
implies
Wesson
Mr.
So
agreement in principle with Chief
Justice Taney that there are "free
persons" and "persons bound to a
period of service"; and as free
persons have rights guaranteed by
the Constitution, and as these
rights denote natural rights and
natural rights belong to "all men"
being born to certain unalienable
rights, that only free persons, i.e.
white Anglo-Americans are men,
man being merely a species of
person, including female and male
persons, and not conversely.
Men are persons but persons are
not included in the term "man."
Mr. Wesson’s analysis of the
separate but unequal psyches of

Blacks and Whites should not
appear strange to students of
modern social science, which has
maintained for many years the
relativity of values, asserting that
values are culturally determined
and that there are human rights
not natural rights, the human
being’s cultural acquisitions not
dictated by any common nature of
man.
It’s intelligible once we accept
the evolution of man from pre-man
that acculturated men are after all
not necessarily civilized, there
being as many civilizations as
there are cultures; and it is certainly intelligible that civilized
men who are culturally determined
are not necessarily men of
refinement and decency.
To be indignant at shameless
profanity is after all only a legacy
of using the Anglo-American
dialect and has nothing to do with
the great tradition that antecedes
even the dialect.
How unfortunate it was that
Chief Justice Warren’s court had
not waited another 20 years and
based its decision on segregation of
the races on Mr. Wesson’s most
recent psychological discoveries.
But that is the difficulty inherent in
relying on the scientific facts
discovered by the social sciences...only the method is infallible
not the facts they discover.
Well if that’s inconsistent let’s
say the facts are facts while they
are facts until subsequently
falsified. Meanwhile I prefer to
believe that men can be men
irrespective of their colour (or sex)
and despite their culture. But then
how many of us in 1974 still believe
Book I of Genesis?
Richard W. Staveley
Political Science Department
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Faculty cuts hurt students

Dr. Hobert Burns

Larry Clark

S.J. Council
eyes energy cuts
By Bob Piombo
San Jose City Hall has thrown its hat into the energy crisis
ring and is studying methods of saving energy.
The city council started thinking about energy conservation recently when Councilman Jim Self and City
Attorney Peter Stone put their heads together and came up
with some tentative steps the city might take.
These included using bicycles instead of cars, limiting
night-time advertising and street lighting, and improving
Pt. heating and cooling systems to save electricity.
A more ambitious project was presented to the council by
Self in late November which included a proposal to close
businesses at least one night per week. The report stated that
this suggestion required more research and public hearings.
After presenting his proposals Self said city departments
responded with suggestions which the public works department attempted to coordinate into a workable plan.
Assistant City Manager Franklin Knofler said the city’s
conservation plan is divided into three parts: gasoline,
electricity and natural gas.
According to Knofler, each department has been told to
develop measures for curtailing the number of miles driven
each day. This has been done by centralizing city cars
available and using car pools.
Each department has also developed contingent plans for
the reduction of services if it becomes necessary to save
gasoline. Knofler stressed these reductions would not include
services to the general public and would be applied only to
non-police and non-fire departments.
Cutting back working hours has been suggested, but
Knofler claimed these cutbacks would not effect direct public
service.
City employes will be supplied with smaller cars, said
Knofler, and are instructed to drive under 55 miles per hour.
We hope they carry these driving habits into their private
driving," he added.
The city has also worked out at agreement with Pacific Gas
& Electric Company (P.G.&E.) to cut back facilities if P.G. &
E. has an emergency requiring extra energy.
In keeping with the current practices of San Jose
businesses, City Hall has turned off its heating system and
put it on manual control, with lights supplying building heat;
turned off night lights; and put janitors on day shifts.
The proposal to close down a business one night a week is
still a possibility, but Eldon Erickson, who was hired by the
city manager to study conservation ideas, said there are
many details to be worked out.
"It would have to be on a county-wide basis," said
Erickson. "We don’t want to put anyone at an economic
disadvantage." He added the proposal would work better if it
applied state-wide.

By Paula Dorian
First of two parts
What’s going to happen to
students who apply to SJSU
departments which are
already so full that students
are put on waiting lists for up
to two years?
"They are just going to
have to be patient and sign a
waiting list because there is
no way for a student to jump
the process," according to
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns.
"Faculty cutbacks have
one major effect on a
university and it means
turning away hundreds of
fully qualified students,"
said Dr. Donald Leu, dean of
the School of Education.
Problem stems from L.A.
The source of the problem
stems from the chancellor’s
office in Los Angeles. Each
year the chancellor’s office
estimates the number of fulltime faculty positions.
Burns’ most important job
is dispersing these faculty

positions to the different
SJSU schools.
The chancellor’s office
gave SJSU 1,149.4 faculty
positions for the fiscal year
1973-74. Later in the summer
they gave SJSU two supplementary allocations for
one year only. The first
allocation was 13.1 positions
and the second was the 15.0
positions, which brought the
position total up to 1,177.5.
There are 20,800 full-time
students this year, but a total
of 27,850 students are taking
from three to 20 units.
Ratio 17.67 to 1
The average student faculty ratio is 17.67 students
to one professor. There are
many
more
however,
teachers and students than
’,hat the student -faculty
ratio shows. If each teacher
taught 12 units and maintained three office hours a
week, he or she would be
considered a full-time
faculty teacher. Just as if a
student were taking 12 units
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The department then
becomes overcrowded and
quotas are imposed. This
only hinders students according to Burns, and in
some cases causes that
student to remain at the
university for an additional
one to three semesters.
The administrators give
Burns
their
recommendations and he reviews
them. If Burns is not
satisfied, he gives the
recommendations back and
asks the administrators to
revise them.
After Burns approves the
recommended allocations,
they go over to the
registrar’s office to see if
there is a shift in enrollment
from one school to another.
The figures are also checked
with the school’s master
plan.

Women’s status change notable
But the fight
is not over
"Women have never been
they have
given anything
fought for everything they
have," Dr. Audrey Wells,
SJSU political science
professor, said in an office
interview.
The fight by women on all
levels has brought a notable
change, but it will be a long
time before men and women
are recognized by society
and each other as equal
individuals, she said.
Almost identical opinions
were voiced by Dr. Frances
SJSU
anUnderwood,
thropology professor.
According to Dr. UnderAmerican
wood,
the
Association of Anthropology,
which conducts a bi-annual
study on the advancement of
women in anthropology,
noted the past two years
significant
no
showed
change whatsoever.
Under-represented
"The women were highly
under -represented at the
higher levels and overrepresented at the lower
levels. This paralleled findings in other professions,
Dr. Underwood said.

In terms of politics,
representation at a lower
level means significant steps
toward the future, according
to Dr. Wells.
"Woman are running for
office on local levels and
being elected," she said.
This will give them the
career background for later
advancement at a higher
level.
Both women said the
forceful individual and
collective efforts of the
women’s movement were
responsible for any change
affected.
Economic status
The movement put women
into jobs where they gained
economic status, the real
basis for bringing women
closer to men in equality, Dr.
Wells and Dr. Underwood
said.
A depression in the United
States could reverse this
trend, according to Dr.
Underwood. "One reason
women have gone ahead is
because of available jobs in
an affluent society, and a
depression would severely
curtail jobs for women.

for prisoners in Iran
The SJSU Iranian Students
Association (ISA) has begun
a campaign for the freedom
of 12 Iranian artists and
writers imprisoned by Iran’s
government.
ISA
According
to
spokesman,
Massoud
Tehrani, the 12 were
arrested on false charges of
attempting to kidnap the
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major and changes his
major to art, it throws all the
estimates off," Burns explained.

"Sometimes we find a shift
in the growth pattern, and
we try to put our new
resources where that new
growth is," Burns said.
Enrollment
data
is
projected two years in advance.
"We’re already working
on 1975-76 data, and we are
never more than one to two
per cent off the actual
estimated
enrollment
figures," Burns explained.
The rate of student growth
at SJSU is 500 full-time
students per year. Bums
budget
submitted
a
enrollment estimate for 197475 of 21,350 full-time
students, with 1,190.3 fulltime faculty members.
Once the allocation is
made to the department
heads, the "chairmen have
to live with what was
allocated to them.
"All I can work with is
what the chancellor’s office
gives me," Burns concluded.

ISA seeking freedom
STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

or more, he or she would be
considered a full-time
student.
When Burns receives the
allotments, he turns to Dr.
Ted Benedict, dean of
academic planning; Dr.
Richard Whitlock,
undergraduate dean, and Dr.
Gail Fullerton, graduate
dean.
The three administrators
discuss the faculty positions
with the department heads.
There is a heavy emphasis
on the growth pattern in each
department.
Each department attempts to foresee its
enrollment figures for the
following semester, but it
doesn’t really have a sound
figure on which to base that
estimate.
’Throws estimates off’
"Departments would not
have such a problem if we
could foresee enrollment.
But when a student transfers
to this university from a
junior college as an English

Iranian royal family. He said
it is all part of the government crackdown on conand
art
temporary
literature.
Information and a petition
to be sent to the Iranian
Consulate in San Francisco
can be found at an ISA table
on the first level of the
Student Union.

"If jobs are cut, it will be
the women who are affected
the most," Dr. Wells stated.
"It is the lower levels in any
profession which are phased
out and most of those
positions are held by
women."
Experiences
The two professors said
they have experienced
discrimination.
"I have felt discriminated
against in pay, Dr. Wells
stated. "I know of instances
where men were paid considerably more than I was
even though I was just as
qualified in several ways."
academic
said
She
prejudice is hard to prove
because the work is so
subjective.
Both professors said
changes could be better
implemented if children
were taught early to accept a
role of equality.
Schools
"Not much is being done in
grade school; the woman is
still portrayed as a mother,
sister, nurse teacher or
housewife who is encouraged
to lean on a man," Dr.
Underwood stated.
"A great deal still is made
of the boy-girl difference in

For further Information Applications come to A.S. Office,
3rd floor Student Union or call 277-3201Ask for Al Farley
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school," Dr. Wells said. "and /The Army and Air National Guard’s
a*
the textbooks are not at all ;1 -year enlistment program
PuttO
reflective of reality.
*for prior servicemen.
"The number of women in
How does the TRY-ONE program
the United States who work
is 40 per cent, yet the textfor prior servicemen work?
them
portray
books
You enlist in the Guard for one year in the
primarily as housewives,"
grade you held at time of release from
she stated.
active duty
A chance
"Try One" is what the name implies We’d like
Dr. Underwood pointed out
you to experience first-hand the advantages
that men, as well as women,
you get as a member of the Guard. At the end
should have a stake in what
of your one-year enlistment, you can extend
they are doing "a chance to
for another year or longeror not re -enlist at
choose."
all That will be your decision
The idea is that everyone
In either case, you’ll have put your service
should have an option, Dr.
experience to work for yourself and your
Wells said. "If a man enjoys
country.
staying home while his wife
works at a job she enjoys, it
And you’ll have earned a substantial amount
of extra pay doing it
should be accepted."
An acceptance of equality
How do you get in the program?
between the sexes will also
mean less stigma for age,
Just contact your local recruiter at
because men and women will
SAN JOSE’S NATIONAL GUARD
respect maturity, said Dr.
251 W. Hedding St.
Wells.
San Jose, Ca
Both professors feel the
Phone 298-1159
housewife role is fine for
receive
who
women
TRY ONE
satisfaction from it.
IN THE GUARD
"But a woman at home
who lives her life theough her
husband is a stone around his
neck," Dr. Wells said.
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Cheerleader
tryouts begin
Cheerleaders and yel
leaders are needed for the
1973-74 basketball season.
Practices and tryouts for
these positions will be held
this week.
Practices are scheduled
for 7 p.m. today and Wednesday in the Women’s
Physical Ed Department.
Tryouts will be held at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
Interested persons should
contact Ed or Bob Gress at
293-7455.
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UCLA seeks Chicanos
for graduate program

Rodeo steers, cows,

A University of California,
Los Angeles Graduate
Advancement
Program
recruiter will be visiting
SJSU Chicanos on Wednesday from 2:30 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Rm.
All interested Chicanos,
other than health science,
law, social welfare, and
business administration
majors, are urged to attend
the recruitment meeting.

’subjected to pain’
By Susan Hathaway
The crowd roars as the
lasso settles around the neck
of the white-faced calf,
temporarily cutting off its
wind, then flipping it 180
degrees into the air and
slamming it to the ground.
The crowd cheers its approval.
To the excited fans, a
rodeo is a thrilling, actionpacked contest between man
and beast, but to the Humane
Society of the United States
HSUS), it is a cruel event in
which "most of the animals
are subjected to pain
practically every time they
are used."

Rodea Cowboys Association
( RCA), one of the largest
national rodeo groups, said a
survey
done
by
his
organization revealed an
injury rate in these events of
less than two per cent.
The HSUS might disagree.
Under the direction of a
veterinarian, HSUS investigators attended rodeos
in Montana, Wyoming and
Colorado during a two-year
period. They documented
a
visible injuries to
of
number
significant
animals used in those
rodeos.
The injuries were indicated by broken limbs,
unconscious
or
dazed
animals, flank sores, open
wounds, abrasions, spur
marks in the neck and
shoulder areas and broken
limbs.
However, Jones claims the
amount of injury and pain

According to an HSUS
study, 11 to 12 per cent of the
animals in some steer busting events receive
visible injuries.
But Cecil Jones, on the
board of directors of the

endured by rodeo animals is
"little or none." He said
rodeo animals are "kept up
on the best of feed," ignoring
the question of what happens
to them after they enter the
arena.
Jones said rodeo horses
"last 20 some years they’re
very valuable animals." But
this care evidently doesn’t
extend to the cows and steers
used in rodeo events, the
HSUS claims.
According to their report, event. But the HSUS report
"a calf roped and busted said the steer is sometimes
even once suffers injury stretched so hard that
from the scientific point of muscles and ligaments are
view." They claim most injured.
rodeo animals are trucked
Another dispute centers
from one town to another and
over the use of electric
used almost daily.
Jones said most rodeo prods, described by Jones as
animals "can only be used a "a quick shot." These
termed
devices
are
few times."
He also said "team inhumane by the HSUS, but
roping," where a steer is Jones said "it’s the easiest
roped from either end by two way of moving them."
cowboys, is not a very rough
The HSUS study in-

One study claims broken limbs
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West Africa
study-travel
plan ready
Neck injuries are common
vestigated what makes
"bucking broncos" buck.
They found this was done by
use of the flank strap, which
is cinched tightly around the
animal when it leaves the
chute. "The bucking horse is
simply trying to rid itself of a
tormenting device," the
study concluded.
But Jones overlooked the
presence of this strap and
the cowboy’s digging spurs
in explaining what makes
broncos buck. "That’s part
of their nature," he said.
The HSUS doesn’t think so.
Part of the investigator’s
study of the flank strap involved cinching these straps
around two horses known for
their calm temperament.
Both horses bucked.
In an attempt to end
cruelty at rodeos, HSUS
officials testified before the
Colorado legislature in April,
1973 in support of bills which
would ban roping and
busting of any animal in
rodeos.
The bill didn’t go through
and according to Jones,
"they bring these things up
all the time."
While the HSUS claims
only 30 per cent of all
national rodeos are sanctioned by any large rodeo
association, and only 10 per
cent of them have any
humane supervisors in attendance, Jones said "There
isn’t a rodeo held in the U.S.

without one a humane
supervisor)."
It is the job of the
American Humane Society
(AHA) to supervise these
rodeos, a duty the HSUS said
they haven’t always been
able to enforce.
According to the HSUS
report, the AHA is morally
against rodeos but hasn’t
taken any steps to try to end
them. It could be due to this
fact that Jones stated: "The
AHA is on to it, but the HSI IS
has nothing to merit their
they’re on the
claims
kooky side."
Richard Dennen, director
of the Humane Society of the
Santa Clara Valley said his
group, although part of the
organization,
national
doesn’t have enough power
to take a firm stand against
rodeos.
He added that his group
would like to see roping and
busting events outlawed, and
said "we’re not sanctioning
rodeos," but continued that
there is a chance for injury
in any athletic event
etc.
football,
boxing,
However, boxers and footwillingly
ball
players
practice their sport while
rodeo animals are forced
into what could sometimes
be injury.
Dennen’s comment on the
issue was, "I don’t want to
get into a controversy about
it."

Studies
Black
SJSU
students have planned a
study travel institute for
qualified students in West
Africa (Ghana, Nigeria,
Togo, Dahomaey ) for the
summer academic lession
from July 7 to Aug. 5.
Students interested in the
program may call Dr. Gloria
Alibaruho at the Black
Studies Department at 2772721.

Application deadlines to
attend the UCLA graduate
program have been extended
until Jan. 15. Students who
wish more information may
write Lila Cox, UCLA
Advancement
Graduate
Program, 1254 Murphy Hall,
UCLA, 405 Hilgard, Los
Angeles, Ca. 90024, or call
Hector Cordova, Chairman
Mexican -American
of
Graduate Program, 277-2242,
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Smog cops rove San Jose area
By Debbie Carvalho
"Smog cops" in their
orange and white cars now
patrol San Jose road and
freeways. And they just
might get you.
These smog cops prowl the
Bay Area for "smokers"
automobiles and trucks
belching heavy amounts of
exhaust emissions. San Jose
has three "cops" who patrol
the area during the day.
"We don’t patrol at night
because it would be too hard
to determine how much
pollution is given off by
cars," said Inspector George
Bruschi of the San Jose
patrol.
The squad is part of the
Bay Area Air Pollution
Control’s ( BAAPCD ) newly
formed Vehicle Section.
In determining whether a
car is giving out excessive
emissions, the patrolmen use
a Ringlemann chart.
This chart, divided into
five sections, each a darker
color, shows how dark the
emissions should be for
various cars.
The older the car, the
darker the emissions may
be, according to Bruschi.
The smog cops who have
the power to cite "anything

on the road," take certain
factors into consideration, he
said.
Bruschi said when a
polluting car is spotted it
must be timed for at least 10
seconds.
This is to allow the driver
time in case he is shifting
since a car pollutes more
when shifting, he added.
"Ten seconds may sound
like very little time, but most
cars can easily be shifted in
under 10 seconds; even
deisel trucks can do it,"
Bruschi explained.
The smog cops may be
new, for they have only been
patrolling for about three
weeks. But the law they
enforce is not new.
The California Highway
Patrol has been carrying out
this function for years.
However, in 1972, the state
legislature voted to have the
BAAPCD, who at that time
policed
non -vehicular
sources of combating air
pollution, take over citing
"smokers."
"San Jose is located in
such a way that the winds
blow other people’s smog
into San Jose. We have one of
the worst smog problems,
which is why the smog patrol
-7""
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notices to appear in traffic
court. Not only must the
problem be corrected but a
fine is imposed.
Although
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car they think is
many
too

"What we do in this case is
go the owner of the car and
tell him his car has been
reported and that we hope he
fixes it ," Bruschi said.
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is very important here,"
Bruschi said. He said cars
today cause about 80 per cent
of the smog problem.
During the last month that
smog cops have been
patrolling the San Jose area,
no major problems have
occurred, according to
Bruschi. When most people
are stopped, they know their
cars are causing pollution,
they just want to see how
long they can go without
getting caught, Bruschi
stated.
The citations issued are
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End road trip tonight

Cagers beat Dakotans
By Tim Robb
Spartan
young
A
basketball squad invaded the
Dakota "badlands" last
week having just lost its first
road game of the season to
Iowa State, and was met by a
very cold reception -subzero temperatures --and
the dismal prospect of
evening its promising 3-1
record.
However, the Spartan
record now stands at 5-1,
thanks to a 94-66 triumph
over the University of South
Dakota and a 61-60 edging
of the University of North
Dakota. Ivan Guevara’s
cagers will attempt to better
their seasonal mark tonight

The North Dakota squad
tried to confuse the inexperienced Spartans by
switching its defense back
and forth from a 1-2-2 zone
to a 1-3-1 zone.
The Sioux ploy was successful in keeping the game
tight as the Spartans - all
sophomores and juniors had a difficult time picking
up the defensive changes.
admade
Guevara
justments of his own in the
second half, switching his
team from a man-to-man
defense to a zone. The
Spartan zone, which has
in
effectively
worked
previous games, again did
the trick, as evidenced by the
Sioux’s 36 per cent shooting
mark form the floor.
The Spartans began to pull
away at the end of the
contest as the Sioux just fell
short, despite a 60-foot
bucket at the final buzzer.

against North Dakota State
University in the final game
of their eight day road trip.
The Spartans achieved
their one point victory over
North Dakota despite a
deceptive Sioux defense and
without the services of the
team’s only senior starter
Eric Saulny. Saulny was
unable to play against North
Dakota because of tendinitis.
Junior guard, Pete Miller
filled Saulny ’s shoes admirably, pacing the Spartans and leading all scoreers
with 19 points. Sophomore,
Jack Gamulin netted 14
points and led the local
hoopsters on the boards with
eight rebounds.

All league honors
for 12 gridders
Gymnasts ’respectable’
in Spartan invitational

SJSU’s George Hadres took 5th in the all-around class.

By Ray Morrison
Special to the Daily
Although no one from the San Jose State University gymnastic team came
close to winning a first place trophy, they did turn in a respectable showing in
the 14th annual Spartan Invitational last Saturday in Spartan Gym.
Over 180 performers from 16 schools participated in the all day tournament
which SJSU coach Rea Anders claimed was "the largest gymnastic event on
the West Coast." Included in the meet were powerhouse gym squads from the
University of California-Los Angeles, University of Southern California,
Washington State University, and University of California-Berkeley.
No team scores were kept as all gymnasts were considered unattached
competitors.
John Cameron, the Spartans all-around specialist finished in fourth place
wall 47.65 points followed by teammate George Hadres in fifth with 46.90
points.
Two SJSU ringmen who made the finals were Steve McCormack with a
fourth at 8.95 and freshman Chris Wright just behind him at fifth with a 8.85.
Other top performances came from Frank Sahlein with a sixth in the floor
exercise, Gordon Everette who was fourth in the parallel bars and Dave
Squires at sixth on the horizontal bars.
According to Anders, the meet was held so that his team could prepare for
their duel meet schedules which begins Jan. 11 when the Spartans host UCB
and Bringham Young University at Spartan Gym.
Capturing the all-around title was Clark Johnson of UCB at 52.60. He also
took first on the parallel bars and third places on the still rings and horizontal
bars.
First place trophy winners were Andy Alexander of WSU on the long horse
9.35) Shawn Mijake of UCLA on the pommel horse ( 9.15), Robert Hardin of
Chico State on the horizontal bars ( 9.1 ), Art Cameriolo of Golden West
College on the still rings ( 9.251 and Al Sandese in the floor exercise ( 9.0).
"I think we had the best talent ever assembeled at one time in Spartan Gym
here tonight and I think that we can continue thiS next year," Anders said.

SJSU tankrnen tune-up
for opener with Hawaii
Ominous signs are coming from the SJSU
swim team this year as lap times from the
time trials held with West Valley Swim club
showed last Friday in the Spartan pool.
Head coach Mike Monsees said, "Our
times are as good at the beginning of this
season as they were at our last dual meet at
the end of last season." Specifically, times in
nine of 11 events were bettered over last year.
Senior Pat Ellington swam to a life-time
best of 11:32.9 in the 1000 meter freestyle
Friday.
Brian Bailey, swimming in the 200
backstroke for the first time in competition
posted 2:16.8.
Monsees looks for top performances in

freestyle events from brothers Ed and Kyle
Samuels. Veteran Ed Samuels is strongest in
short and middle distance events, while
freshman, Kyle, is reportedly best in longer
500 and 1000 meter events.
The Samuuels duo along eith Gary Macdowell and Glen Simpson will comprise the
freestyle relay squad this year.
Hawaii bound
The team is bound for Honolulu this
Thursday to meet University of Hawaii Dec.
23 for the first contest of the season SJSU’s
first home meet will be Jan. 11 at 3 p.m.
against Texas A & M Aggies.
The team currently holds practicees in the
pool at De Anza College, Cupertino between 3
and 4:30 p.m.

Peanut’s Weekly
Special
Cheese Omelet
with Toast & Hash Browns reg. 1.40
Every Tuesday

Ham & Eggs
with toast 8, Hash Browns reg 1.40
Lvery W ed n esd a s

Ham & Eggs
with Sausage. & hash

Brol4

reg.

1.10

Every Thursday

Ham & Eggs
with Bacon & Hash Browns reg. 1.40
Every Friday

Spanish Omelet
with Toast 8 Hash Browns reg 1.40
Served for this price from 6:30-11:00 AM

PEANUT’S

Across from Admin. Bldg.
6 : 30 am- 9 pm Mon. uuu TUN
Fri. till 5:00

Mickey, and Ron Fair, were
in double figures to lead
SJSU’s victory.
The Spartan’s next action
will be at home, December
22,
against
Gonzaga
University.
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS! Join a college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet. Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers, Small classes
Beverly
attention.
individual
EufraXia Grant. Dir. 241 1300
GIRLS: FOr photographic nude figure
models Must be cute All pix in good
taste. NO cheesecake or porn. $10 per
session, more if pix are sold. Send
measurements, age, snapshot of
face to R.W. Kingman. 3035 Post
wood Dr. Si., 95172.
SINGLES
WORKSHOP,
Corn.
munication-Self Awareness. Fri. 8
pm, Dec 14th. Sequoia Growth
Center, 1208 Martin Ave. S.J. ma.
8075.
"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!"
For free information on job 00
after
Hawaii
portunities
in
graduation write to: Karnaaina
Career Opportunity Day, BOx 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820,
FREE XMAS
German
Sheperd pups. Will be 6 wks Old and
ready for new homes by Xmas. Call
9245470 days & weekends.
PAMELA POLLAND, Wed. Dec. 19th
at 1710 pm in the Student Union
Remember "The Getaway" on Wed.
Jan. 9th. Two shows. 7:301 10 PM
Admission 50 cents Presented by
A.S.
A.S. WISHES EVERYONE A MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
Hi, I’m Marty, FLY oft felia

AUTOMOTIVE
TIRED OF
AUTO INSURANCE
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS,
Auto
originators of Student
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years. No student refused Call 289
86610, stop by 1015 3rd 5, second
floor (3rd & San Salvador
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 3.0 GPA low non smoker
rates also Days 9610223, Eve 241/873
’61 VW Bus, runs good. carpeted,
paneled, clean, 24 mpg, new elec
trice! system 54/15 best, 145 4373
1970 350 CC YAMAHA TWIN 5250.
Phone 377.6244.
HONDA ’68 90cc Excellent cond. Very
clean 998 21146 after 6 p.m

Every Monday

HOURS

The SJSU football squad placed 12 players on the All
Pacific Coast Athletic Association dream team, released last
Friday. Six Spartans were selected for first team honors.
As reported in last Friday’s Spartan Daily, split end Ike
McBee, tailback Larry Lloyd and offensive tackle Jim Ruiz
led the Spartans on the first team offense, as defensive tackle
Dave Wasick, linebacker Carl Ekern and free safety Clay
Jackson were selected to first team defense.
Second team offensive honors went to quarterback Craig
Kimball, center Reno Vaita and wide receiver Mike Hopkins.
Kimball hit on 165 of 305 passes for 1,940 yards, 14 interceptions and as many TD’s. Hopkins hauled in 28 aerials
for 352 yards and two touchdowns.
Defensive tackle Charles DeJurnett, linebacker Emanuel
Armstrong and cornerback Dwayne Price were picked for
second team defense.
DeJurnett logged 39 unassisted tackles with 15 assists, as
Armstrong had 33 and 18, respectively. Price had four interceptions for 73 yards.

The Spartan victory
against South Dakota, their
first win on the road, was
never in doubt as they held a
52-42 halftime advantage.
Five Spartans, Saulny,
Ken
Gamulin,
Miller,

1961 FORD GALAXIE VS. ex, coed
gpod transportation car. 9988531,
after 5 p.rn 1325.00
HONDA 750, low mileage, ex con
dition. 5900 offer. 27$ 1633
FOR SALE 1973 SUZUKI 100. Only 200
miles, excellent condition Must Sell
130000 Call 2443915, 355 70V

FOR SALE

TOOLS -- ALL NEW! Skill saw, wood
lathe (6in. swing) 122.50 Wood lathe
112i0 swing) 549 1 horsse power
G.E. Motor 135. new. Brooks. 00 E
San Fernando St. 293.0409.
BLACKLIGHT POSTERS SI 50.
BLACKL1GHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 123.95
2 FOOT 51095 AND 18 INCHES
51199. STROBE LIGHTS $19.99. GAS
GLO BULBS 5350. PATCHES 75c
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
BINOCULARS
INSENSE
25
STICKS 29c PIPES 51.0) 8. UP,
INDIA BEDSPREADS 55 951 UP.
T SHIRTS $2.00 EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 7k EACH
BROOKS, 11) E San Fernando I Blk
from SJSU Phone 7920409
Special
YIN YANG W
student diSCOunt with purchase of 2 or
more waterbeds 2331 So. 7th St 996
5660, 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd 9913000 24 E Campbell Ace. Campbell
378 1040

ROUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Cued
All faciiities for students 79 50 sh to
109 50 single 202 S 11th Phone 2937374
ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS.
Boys 468 5 6th St 8. 99 $ 9th from
560 shared or 579 put Girls 182 $
10th from 565 mo. Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 295 8514
SAN F EEEEE 00 HOUSE Well
located for serious Students Maid L
linen serv Color TV Kitchen,
parking 69 SO to 89 50 237 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES. 2 Berm $155 my
New carpet, swimming pool, air
cond free parking 15 private
balcony Perfect civic.: 51 5 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 29$ 3962
MEN Larne, rheerfut rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat 8. outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track. 8 track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
Possible The Arkade, 248 5 1st,
downtown 5 J.
VITAMINS
COSMETICS, photo.
finishing 8. loft of strange things. At,
bill’s College Pharmacy.
Most major EEEEEE of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent. Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
eguipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 2522010 after 5 p m.
BARGAINS Old Pottery old jewelry
frames books turn eisPI .
Piet
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc. Thousands of items to
choose from THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed thru Sun
FREE park 8. admission 19105 151
KENMORE SEWING MACHINE .
Straight stitch only SM. one year old.
Call Gabrielle 277.8756
et/ m
MIRANDA SENSOMATRE
585.
400rnm lens S45.
Honeywell
Strobanar 771 555. Call Bryan after
6prn 990-8160

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 5100-rno,
kitchen priv.. Color to, Call Ann 923
5873
1 Bedroom; 254th. Lake front home,
Carpets; Drapes: Beautiful view/
Lease 2660609 after 4 p.m
HUGE I 1 2 BEDROOM APTS. New
carpets, 1? block from campus. 439
So. 4th St Call 9984619

SAVE 1400.. 2 Tea< 6010 tape decks. I
never used, other in xlent. COnd
Asking WO & 53513 resp. 226 9580

HUGE 1 & 2 BORN. APTS parking,
shags. quiet. Pref . Married or
Grads 536 S. 9th Call 295-7894.
ROOMING HOUSE: Up to 12 people
1430 rno 125 5 14th St 265.3100.
Sleeps 2010 near
SKI LODGE
Casinos Available NOW! Cheap
rates. Call 377 7701. 371-8791, 578.1602
MARRIED COUPLES ONLY, I bdrrn
furnished apt clean a. quiet, no
children, no pets 545 S 11th St Apt
7 Call 275 9067. $110 rno.
12th & San
HOUSE FOR RENT
Carlos 4 bdrrn. 2 bath 6125. per
month, Call 246 1345
I BDRM. APT. Partially furnished
590. two. 401S 10th St. 209 9235
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share beautiful partly furnished apt
with 3 others Available Jan I rent
Only 141.15 rno I’ blks from SJSU
Bruce 797 3079, 576 5. 5th St No 24.

AM-FM RADIO with automatic turn
table RCA console. 100. Call 9901153.

HELP WANTED
MEN L WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream, candy. soft drink rout
Arrange a work schedule corn
eatable with class schedule 30 to 50
per cent comm Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 297 4218
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
TRAINEE, 3 to 5 hrs daily (hrs.
flexible) Cheerful, energetic young
man with Office experience or
education In Bus Adm to work in
office of major meat firth Some
typing 30 40wpm, record keeping, a.
supervisory ability. $250 per hour
start 2911 4900 Mrs Gray

WINEMAKING Lf.iuiPMENT
SUPPLIES Open eyes 8. weekends
also complete seiection of foreign &
domestic wines IL beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N atti 295 1438

Need Neat,
HOSTESS WANTED
Outgoing girl over 21 to work Friday
and Saturday evenings in the area’s
finest billiard lounge Call Ed Strom
between II 00 6 CO 296 9367

with
WARM YOUR COC EEEEE
Dean Swift fancy Sniffing Snuff
Send name, etc for free samples
Dean Swift Ltd Boo 1009 San
Francisco, CA 94126

. work yOur
MASSEUSES W
WW2 hours, full or part time, we will
train Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd 657 7262

Opening
Grand
WATERBEDS
special, complete king size waterbed
with pedestal frame, heater Ind
thermostat Reg 5148 now only MIS
Discount prices on other Waterbeds 11.
Accessories Downtown Waterbeds.
416 W San Cartos, 287 2000
ST. GEORGE ELECTRIC GUITAR
with case, $25 Call Ron 791 2863
Week flights
NOAH’S ARK W EEEEE ED COM.
PANY
Opening Sale Student
discounts, high quality, low prices 9
to 9 All new, guaranteed. custom
Work 86 Keyes St near 3rd 789 8431
SHREDDED FOAM RUBE* 40c per
pound Any amount Phone 793 2954
PISCEAN I CO. has some of the nicest
store" tor your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you
complete heated king sir bed as low
as 8103 Four locations 1 331 N 1st
287 7030 1 1528 W San Carlos 794
14S5 1 Cupertino K Mart Cott 100,
Sara Sunnyy’le Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mall On Blossom Hill Rd
228 1211

LARGE 1 1 1 Bdrrn. Apt. S125, &
155 ’2 block from State. Quiet
complex. W W carpets, built In
electric kitchens, pool. Married
couples only. Ph 286.0944. 464S. Sth
No 1
GARDEN STUDIOS: 5109 & $119
Four pools
Laundry, off street
Parking 1319 Sunny Ct Walk, Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 1200
LA DONNA APIS I bedroom apts
turn 1130 unfurn S125 we, new
carpets Quiet, near campus 785
Ith St Cad Ben. Mt 8383 or John 356
5708
SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and companion A sincere
female offered FREE RENT In
exchange for kindness. 2982308

NEAT 2 5DRM CPIS, DUPS. AEK.
Water pa Adults onlyS140. 1167 S.
6th St. The Marian Rine Apts.
GIRL roornate needed to share ’72
trailer wother girl. Within bike
riding list Serious student only $40
MO Uhl incl 7940124

LOST & FOUND

NEED SALESGIRL, Mature, for
surplus clothing store near SJSU 52
hr Hrs 10.30 to 5 30 M F Ph 998
5515

LIBERAL REWARD for Wedding
Ring Black and Gold Free Form
with Diamond Call 293 asee
REWARD: Briefcase lost BC 709,
Mon We, important papers It
sentimental keepsakes 297 3000.
Ent 60111

FEMALES, nude modeling, 55 Per
hour Experience not necessary, 259
0196

ClassifIsid Hates

LOST: 12 wk old black Lab puppy loSt
on Nov. 26. near 15th & San Fernando. R EWAR D for his return. Call
387.6381
LOST: Sr -10 Calculator
lost 12.7,73
Duncan Hail REWARD 748 3778

PERSONALS
WHAT IS ALPHA PHI OMEGA? it’s a
nationally recognized group of men
dedicated to friendship leadership
and service. What kind of service?
Projects like the BOO pits, 7th St.
bike lot, campus director maps,
patio chairs on the library roof.
Friday Flicks in MD Aud. and the
Turkey Trot for Thanksgiving. Off
campus , we built the Billy Jones
Railroad at Lake VasOna. took some
children to Santa Crux, threw a
Halloween party for others, &
painted the Newman Center. Our
soft drink sales at the Flicks go
toward the padding Of the seats In
MD. The list goeS On...are you man
enough for A Phi 0??? Call US.
Tony. Mike, or Ken 786-2886.
MULTIPLY MONEY. Pennies pre.59;
dimes, quarters Pre 65. 1’, times
face. Send Phone no or address tO
FLA. Smith CO. Box 11182 Palo Alto,
CA 94306

SERVICES

I B.M

NEAR
TYPING
STUDENT
MERIDIAN AND CURTNER CALL
265.2134
PISCEAN L CO comes Ihru with
bicycle
complete
110 speed
specialists/ parts, sales II service at
Student pr,ces nearby Friendly
helpful serv,ce We carry piscean.
Regina, Ross.
Bridgestone
Mossberq, Magnet, 331 N 1st 287
7030
ASTROLOGY. A complete chart is
constructed 11 interpreted Expert
work at a reasonable or,ce 7138 6226
TYPING

3 Imes

1a
Iws
200

fay.
2 25

240

2 SO

4 lines

200

250

279

290

00

15

5 lines

290

300

325

340

37,0

35

6 lines
fat.

300

3 SO

375

390

400

IS

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

IBM Near campus 78; 4355

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Reports
Dissertations
Master’s
137 Escobar
Marianne Tamriatg
Aye Teitt0hOne 2564760 Los Gatos

544

HI, I’m Martha, 90 Fly yourself
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual an regimented
student programs 8 wks Europe 8
wks Israel Europe 6 wks Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins, Student
Services West, Inc 140151 7071240

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175

1

Lj

EUROPE E
AFRICA Student
Nights all year round CONTACT
t5CA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd AO
No 4 L A Call 90049 TEL 7213/
0565669 or 17141 2173010
FLYING SOON? Well "it pays to be
young with TWA- Your TWA
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 122572621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport
Take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Cali 225 7262 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 29116600
Or your local travel agent
FLIGHTS TO MEXICO-Mazatlan
5249. inclusive 8 days? nights Inci
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach plus extras. Puerto Vallarte
1259 inclusive 8 dayS7 nights Inc,
round trip air fare. hotel on beach
full day cruise to Yelapa, plus ex
tras Xmas package 12 IS, 1221, 11
27 Call after Sprn 2144613, Richard

35

Chick a Classification
Noe 9149144
hexane
06661
lad

TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 5142 AFTER
1200 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, accurate and dependable Mrs AliCe
Emmerich 249 2114.4 Santa Clara
SKI REPAIR: Sharpen edges, flat file
bottoms, fill gouges, hot wax Good
rates. Call JeCk 21165178 after six
TYPISTFAST, ACCURATE. Can edit
Master’s etc Near SJCC, Mrs.
Aslanian 298.4104.

Print Your Ad Hire:

lay
CI SO

APII/Oufnemonl

FRAMING: Custom. creative, per.
sonal, unique Call 326-4623 Ms. R.
Frederick
PANDA LODGE BOOK STORE 72 E.
San Fernando Si Open 12.5 Mon Sat. 12-7 Wed. Specialize in books on
China. Third World, Minorities in
U.S. handicrafts from Mainland
China.

TRANSPORTATION

TYPING: Reasonable, experienced
fast IBM Selec,rie with Si’mb015,
font for technical typing No ed.’ ing
Call 263 2739
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery. free service Call Escne’s
251 2598
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric. 867,2389 Eves

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOG
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates SE/
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
slides
BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES Extra full color 1 X
10’s 51 25 each
Staff of 20
photographers
Make an as
pointment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161
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Counselor specializes in couples
By Bruce Jewett
If you are dating, going
steady, living together,
married or getting divorced,
you may be interested in Dr.
Thornton Hooper’s counseling service for couples on
campus.
"The people who come in to
are
me," Hooper said,
functioning pretty well and
are generally happy. They
just want to communicate
with each other more than
they are at the moment."
Dr. Hooper spent six years
as a marriage counselor. His
doctorate is from the
University of Denver and is
in psychology and education.
"I feel the service has been
quite effective for those who
have come in," Hooper said.
’I just ask them to sit and
talk together. 1 point out how

major contribution, according to Hooper, is that
"people must learn how to
fight in a constructive way."
Hooper stressed he does
not resolve the problems that
come to him. "I can only
show people the things they
do. I have faith that once
they see what they are doing,
they will develop their own
solution."
The white-haired and
bearded counselor said he
does not feel obligated to try
and keep a relationship
intact at all costs.
"If a couple cannot learnto
quarrel constructively or to
set themselves up away from
their partners as independent individuals,"
Hooper said, "then they
often see that it is best to
split up."

they use their energy in the
here and now, in order to
increase their awareness."
Hooper said the awareness
of one’s energy and its use
keeps people from "slamming their hands through
walls or doors or getting in a
car and taking out their
anger on the gas pedal."
However, the pairing
counseling program is not
set up as an encounter group
session,
or sensitivity
Hooper said. "Much of my
approach is instructional. I
recommend books to read
such as ’The Intimate
Enemy’ and ’I’m O.K.
You’re O.K.’
Dr. Hooper said he tries to
combine his approach and
the theories of pyschologistauthor George Bach. Bach’s

Some persons, Hooper
said, "date and even marry
so they can play destructive
games. Hopefully, he said,
"when they pair up with
other people they will have
stopped playing those kind of
games."

"Generally," Hooper
mentioned, "they talk about
grievances or something in
themselves they want the
other to understand. Or they
want to know something
about the other. The time
period can be used as time

ADVERTISEMENT

drilling is the main booster
of rates.
PG & E does not make a
profit from higher rates,
La Rue said. "We just pass
on the cost to the customer.
If our suppliers say it costs
them ten cents more to
produce, we charge our
customers ten cents more.
It’s non-profit."
I.a Rue said PG&E’s
suppliers are independent
from the power company.
To change rates, I,a
Rue said, PG & E must go
through the California
Utilities Commission if the
supplier is drilling in
California. If it is out-ofstate and within the U.S.,
the Federal Power Commission becomes involved.
If the supplier is working in

ADVERTISEMENT

sprawled out," Bone said.
-When you are running
lines from Mount Hamilton
to Saratoga, the cost of
service has to be higher, of
because of the sparser
population.
PG & E is calling on
customers to reduce their
individual power consumption by 10 per cent. If
this is not met voluntarily,
I,a Rue said, "steps will
have to be taken to make it
mandatory."
PG & E officials have
already discussed setting
computerized
up
monitoring on individual
customers.
"We hope we never have
to use it," La Rue said.
"But the picture does not
look good."

Canada, the Canadian
Energy
Board joins in.
All costs of a well.
owner’s
operation are
accounted for, La Rue said.
Bone revealed rates
differ from city to city. "It
depends on the density of
population," he said. "The
fewer the people per mile
of service lines, the higher
the cost."
San Francisco, La Rue
pointed out, "Has had the
lowest combined utility rate
in the nation for the past 15
years or so. That is a
combination
of
gas,
electric and telephone
services. This is in comparison to cities with
varying climates and cities
with tax-exempt utilities."
"San Jose is more

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

Rick Murphy

Dr. Hooper (right) with client
spent in silence, if he or she
wishes."
Each couple comes in for
four sessions, each one
lasting about one hour. In the
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The Pacific Gas and
Electric Company offers
the following suggestions
for consumer energy
conservation in the home.
Minding the heat
o Proper
home
insulation and weatherstripping. This can cut
heating costs up to 45
per cent. It keeps the house
cool in summer as well as
warm in winter. Older
homes often need new or
additional insulation.
Examination
and
cleaning of the heating
system thoroughly each
fall. Cleaning or replacing
dirty filters make the
furnace work less to heat
your home.
o Stabilization of ther-

ADVERTISEMENT

Although I studied hard in college and my
digits,. read "with high honors and distinction," I didn’t bother to go to graduation I
knew somehow I had missed thu point. that I
had failed i,. find what I was realty looking for
Coro r: I I
to look further. I took up
r
whim!, learning even more
0.,
,
ot the atom I was asses! hs
4I marvelous laws of the uniserse
the el,
which
os entire ITeration The esplana
hon.
r 111.11hVillatly, constantly suggested
other .!
1,iins and unseen worlds beyond
how I wo not p ot of
,!
o
I
I
stool

r

Nri

1

Ii, ni,
triod
fiend

t

mo ceecd toinees
. o oh,, Ii soiled linf
mine and
Ole

I a.
.oiced !hot ultimo. .stisasrs assuld
swam 1, 1
plass., or in inotitissoties s,r
.iehl I licit"’ liquors! lit t
esen el 1
anti
an Ikon!. uiul, Ione 101 11101d, alb) .1 1110/i
direst search tor pleawirs and tultalsoiii
After completing graduate school I found the
plastron of which I ’,ad dreamed a research
physicist esploring the problems of space and
the earth’s upper atmosphere ( !salience. were
.ollistost unIttnitool and opporiunstwo lor adsanceMent to ho fosind
svers hand Soon I was making moo inones than I had ccr dreamed of
making al:lib/00101 trasel Lind for friends
Si,,,, I hod .olin 10 1110
111.11 Olen
Via no 1 oinl I 1,11,,11 111.11 1110,11 standards
ft

0.ilot,

111,0

iti

too It.tre tone in a svvrch for
ple,hurs litornlolle Inn Ole .011104, .31 drink
Anil In,
1,4 honour,. o, ills
Ihn
the
,cars slippy,’ 1,1 I reoliTsil th.st iii, photo...phi
of to: ’amis., slid not amt. Roller ilcin ’sou,
ine es..., and Icippineo., it brought only a
coming am, of hotness ansl emptiness It there
acre on ultimate ansasr to lit, I hadn’t found
it yet Ansi I soul.’ Isonsoly sas I seemed to he
dyne stools ’male inhere things read, svconicd
most
1,11

Onto ag.on I hvgan to Natio: the importance of
deeper answers to life I talked at length with ..
close friend of Jewish hackground who was going
into the field of psychiatry He suggested that a
psss halloo might he able to help nit’ I ha.1
thought .,I seeking such help for akohol had he
come a real mishit,’ for me I was spcnding en
tire week -ends just -partotno: it up’
and nursing
hangovers with fresh nea drinks I watched as
the life of one of my host triends cruashled holore
my eses 1 hough lie hod heen
hrdhant and
pr.stnising hiologra the act result .9 alsiihol in
his Isle was a ntentai hospital and on illness
It,,,, what, he he, nese, RN:meted Could not
I g., down the sante was!’" I thought
I in.,, nersous when 11 taiii1 111 seeking a
psychiatrist hut WOO found .1 ps.ehoanalsst W110
Nan willing is, take ill, ease i
[ass hoinalyst
is u psys loons’ who has hesn "through the
honself I With the help of a couple of strong

drinks I aent to see this aellar.sined and enparlenced man and Ims1 mmmi kase before
Belo, long ae wore working together three
days A week .it 525 per hour This continued
for nearly ta.tandonehall ,ems. during aloch
tuns I Isait.il a lot about myself I saw ’hal I
was sons compheatml insods much more than
a chemistry set or a computer or a biological
factory U also had emotions and a will and
A kenlinnlb, I ...in 111.11
n.le
Intl
.11111011ell I hail .101 ice, musty he
host! this NI ess ot in, ins ssin this 11411.1110r
11.11101in ..0111i1
On", 10 ,411 01111l1110011 mimI
III
1, IS nil nak I ...In ilia( I had Itierally
groan to Iss II,, wv, I na
5;1 innilin111.11,4, 11,i1 not change inm into
it
dal, r. m e. ,,
limo, .lml the S
4, 111,11,011ei
.0.110,111,s 0111S
io illInlile in
..1,, missing in the
I lova . perhap. saint
ill

psychology II
Ile s.sid .1 lot
Ito I rood
an
! 0. Chorale theory
..t lin Bible yet he
LI t tinsilans 11,0100,’ ¶t.orkly
Ati4 41..1
’
idomed
taro it,,,
al.., Col loot in the God of the Bible for it
Min Akikleill ?hal III,. Aid lino one another The
lose of (
101 one .snother am surely the
answer to Ille prohlems of a lonely world
yet.
apparently them was n,m rioat’ I lost laith
in
Freud and began to take a more serious
look
at religion
t

I

the writings of Carl Jung began Ii’
innicrest
me next Ile in,,, inuch noire t.slerant .4
religion
He had &semi:red nian’s basic spinosa’
nature
through his studies of people front all
hack grounds and enthfalions Ile was well
aware
that the indisidual who tries1 to live a
strictly
materialistic life smai endangered his mental
health and wellbeing Jung melded out the
wry
real evil evident in our world just
beneath the
sem., of en Monson He um, vonserned
about
the decline $4 Christianity. for he
recogniTed
;nail’s religious needs and the Vefy real power
of
the Christian faith which helped hold in
check
those forces of evil
I wondered if religion might bring an
answer
I ollowing the example of Jung. I began
to read
and study the religions of the Orient. Yet
my
search brought 110 Winner, other than the
Cia11101
IA a thousand voices saying. "look here
or "Try
this"
I nally I remit.’ .1 mom of deep
despair
Si’matter hou mans fra.nds SOO bine... I
thought or 110% 11111L11 MOMS WO nuke. Or
what
krnd of SUCIAns I till attain one dos all
will
crostini,. slinsis into nothingness at that
appointoont op ahead w oh Ikath
I somekred woad.
hut I o mentheied inny
grandmother who by now had been praying for
nie for Mots Soars I *As 41,11e or her "narrow
sold fashioned- hawk frs,ni the Hack for she had
nit:menses] 0010 ho on, often when I was a boy
I
41 fasrly wit there aos nomsueli place as hell
Yet woo., Oho i a hell mod son take sour
own Irk and end up .wit there and ..oft get
hack.- I thought the. would be 011e mistake I
could not reelds
Urtmo time to tome in tots life I had mot roply who wore I hristians hut I had alwass ho.
hosed Mein 1,,
. tttt w nonded and preludiced
In spa. of Ilis Ivan resentritent of their
I had to admit however that they had ..lways
been nty hest real friends front the first grade
all through colkge (Inc day wow 4,1 Phone
Chrostten friends trotted me la church Reiue
tam to beat another Irrelevant serinon about

past two years at SJSU,
Hooper has mediated for
about 40 couples.
There is no charge for the
service.

Students wishing to move
into the dorms or apply for a
resident adviser position for
the spring semester may
pick up applications at the
Housing Office, South Fifth
Street near Duncan Hall.
Cost to live in the dorms is
;613 plus a $20 security
deposit. Included in the price
are 15 weekday meals, with
none served on weekends.
Although there is no
deadline for applications,

rooms will be given on a
first-come basis.
Returning students must
pay their fees by Jan. 11 or
cancel their contracts by
Jan. 14 if they want to move
out.
Five resident adviser
positions are open for two
women and three men.
Applicants must be 21 years
old or an upperclassmen.
Deadline for applications is
Jan. 4.

PG&E offers energy conservation suggestions

ADVERTISEMENT

My Search
sal 01 us hms diseosered
La there is
I- life than meets the eye
lot each of
keen gisen lust one human
locoing to disemer oho ae, are. why are are here
and %hoe we are going Thus nothing is more
%nal than an Indisidual’s Instil search for the
"ultimate" in
arong answers can he
fatal

WPE 118.
LAW SCHOOL ENTRANCE will b
discussed by Dean Alexander of the Santa
Clara Law School at I 30 put in the S U
Gwdalupe room
TOMORROW
MARIJUANA INITIATIVE organisational
meeting alt pm In the SU Guadalupe
room
CONCERT! The SJSU University Chorus
and Glee club will present a free concert at
0 15 pm on the Concert Hall Admission is
free

Dorm applications
being accepted now

A variety of methods are
used in his counseling, the
doctor said. One example is
when each partner takes
turns speaking and listening.
The speaker has 15 uninterupted minutes on any
topic.

Gas rates raised six times;
energy crisis blamed -PG&E
By Bruce Jewett
There have been six gas
rate and three electric rate
increases in the past year,
local Pacific Gas and
Electric PG&E marketing
manager R.J. La Rue
revealed.
The latest rise came two
weeks ago. The natural gas
monthly price went up on a
statewide average of 17
cents per customer. PG&E
extends from Eureka to
Bakersfield and is confined
to California.
I,a Rue and local
customer service manager
K.E. Bone attributed price
hikes to "the present
energy crisis" and PG&E’s
suppliers of natural gas.
Both said the cost of labor
and materials for oil

TODAY
LECTURE on Urban Planning by Walter
Gsfillan of the Aaaociation at Bay Area
Governments at 7 pro on the SU
Cornanoan room
NAVIGATORS Bible study at 7W pro at
470 S Ilth St Apt 13
FANTASY FAIRE Arts and crafts thin week
in the Student Union
WINTER CARNIVAL will present slide
show of last year’s Winter Carnival at 3 30
pm nJC 141
CHEERLEADER workshop at 7 p ns in

mostat settings. Frequent
changes increase heating
costs. Typically, living
rooms are comfortable at
70 degrees and bedrooms at
65 degrees.
o Lower temperature
setting at night, but not so
low that your furnace has
to work overtime to reheat
your house in the morning.
o Drapes open on sunny
days. Let the sun warm you
naturally. Close drapes
over large class areas at
other times. This can stop
up to 16 per cent of heat lost
through windows.
In the kitchen
o Oven
doors
kept
completely closed until
food is cooked. Every time
you open the door, the oven
drops from 25 to 50 degrees.

ADVERTISEMENT

o Pots and pans with flat
bottoms and tight fitting
covers. Be sure they are
the right size for the burners.
o All foods baked from a
cold oven start. There’s no
need to preheat an oven
unless you’re using glass
dishes for baking.
o Range or oven not used
to heat the kitchen.
Lighting
o Study lamps positioned
carefully to avoid glare and
shadow. Place lamp 12
inches from the front of the
desk, about 15 inches to the
right or left of center. The
bottom of the shade should
be about 15 inches from the
desk surface. A light
colored desk blotter is
easier on the eyes than a

ADVERTISEMENT

dark one.
o Bulb wattage does not
measure the amount of
light it gives, but rather the
energy needed to light it.
Light is measured in
lumens, which are marked
on each bulb’s package.
Read bulb packages
carefully to get the most
light for the safe wattage.
For instance, a 100-watt
bulb gives 50 per cent more
light than four 25 -watt
bulbs for the same amount
of energy.
o Fluorescent lighting is
more economical, watt for
watt, than incandescent
bulbs. Fluorescent lamps
give five times the light
and last up to 10 times as
long as ordinary bulbs.

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

-by Lambert Dolphin, Jr.

faith I aciii to disirch to hear the musts, and
10 discover
to pleow iny triendy I SUS
that someone read from the Bible: and. later,
the speaker sosplained just ahat that part of the
Bible scads meant.
I had olvcos called myself "openminded".
hut mew it hccatne clear to one that I had never
actualls read ansl considered the Bible I
thought I knew all the anssvers hut hadn’t actually studied the teachings of Jenn Christ
Ni’,, I didn’t like what the Bible had to say
about me’ I read m the Bible a description of
the human race whiels began to con,ince Inc
that man is not as groat as he thinks he Is’ I
dalnl like !seine told I bin a sinner, for the
Bible said. -None is righteous.... no, not one.
No one understands:
no one seeks out God,
All have turned aside, together they have gone
wrong
no one does oght. not even one! ...
There is no fear of God before their eyes." (Romans 3’10-12, 18)
It wa some consolation for me to loam that
"ill have sinned and come short of the glory of
(Old- 1 Romans 3 :231 and I could see there was
something none to the Christian faith than a
no’s,,, cull condemnation

.1 ,
101 all
eon the pages flipped
r .ind he said
N.... I.
at the sixth verse
hers in the four’s.m nth idiom., of John’s gospel "
Again I read "Jesus sold to hint ’I am the way,
and the outh, and the lute. no one COOK’S IO the
hather hut hy me.’ "
I didn’t think I had the capacity to lose God
Again, no aord of explanation crossed his lips
The only sound was the swish isf turning pages
as the pastor handed nig the Halle again, this
time opened to the first epistle of John, chapter
four. where he pointed to sera! ten I read’
"In this is love, not that we loved God hut that
He loved us and sent Ks son to he the expiation
for our sins"
most Wien/101i ow. "Rut I can’t dss what
Cowl espeeis ot me I herefore, hsas vould I
please Him ’" IIIIS Immlno Ole moose eons, from
Inc letter to the phestith elmpler Iwo, senses
etght and tune "For by gra, sou line beel1
smed through Loth. and this in 1101 Stier own
donng. ml,. the gift ..1 (10,1 not be1.1Ine oh works,
lest any’ loan should boast " The pages itippod
again. and I read "I or the a ages .4 .in is death,
life in Christ
twit the free gitt 1,1 God is
2 3i
Ishii. our I ord " Roinills

While I did not like ahat the Bible had to say
about ow and ins way of life. I had, after all.
been spending 525 an hour 10 hear things about
nosed I didn’t Maass aant In hear

-Ns I read I becan to aonder ml there might
ttii he a (hal alter all .1 God hig enoueb to understand me ahlsu.n lisle in: with ins Footsies,
None of the roads in lite hasl homeht eic to God
thus tar Ile a_us certain’s mit real to me

Hoping to find some [’sconce answers to my
deepest questions, one fall afternoon I called
the p.mstunn of the church I hadattended to see if
he could we me Ile said he could not see me
that das as his d...1 had just died and he had
to make some luneral
atigenienn.
II my dad had lust died. I’d ham.: headed for
the nearest bar and probably assuld hase stayed
drunk for a nook Thc Loci that this pastor am
not grief.strieken led me to the conclusion that
he must lime hated his father and in as glad his
dad was dead
The nest afternoon the pastor told rue of the
close relaisonship hetaeen him and his dad I
soon am that he not onls heed his father deeply.
but that Inc oat confident thes would be re untied in another, life hey.ond the grave
I thought to myself. "Thts man is deluded
Any good scientist will tell you that seaten is
merely a myth, not a reality that man can dun.
:over or know beyond the realm of fantasy "
the pastor asked if I were a Christian I had
never faced that question hcfore What is a
Christian. anyway ’ I told hen that if he was a
Christian. then eselentls I ads not. Isir I didn’t
go to 4. hUrlh Oft Sundas and moral’s I aas sun
we had quite different standards
’Well, then.- he asked. "do you want to be.
come a Christ tart’
After thinking a moment I said "no " because
I knew iny psychiatrist would only ask Me 10
wartime my moth, and I was alreads a hug
enough 11)110011e .0 11 was
But as long as the hour aas mine’told I
ask some qoestions
this tcnI pastor rephed.
"lie my guest" One by sine he gas,: nine the
answers Iis the deep questions I had alaos had
and cloy answer sante right out of that hook
I’d neser road I he Bible
and
My first question was "Who is God
how does a psrson tel to God’" In psychoanaly
.ms I longed for God and this was a sery
portant questron to nie 111 lin surprise the pastor
def not begin a long theoretical discussion
Qualls he leafed through the well am,’ pages
sif his Rihle then handed it to me ansl said.
"Read the fifth and woh Sern, gif thi second
Owls, of flea Tinsoths " I read "I or there is
one God and there is one mediator hetws on God
and men the man Christ Jesus who gase homelf

Sly 1114111011)! 11111111 tAllSed Ille 10 ask
St his
san’t Giu discoser God through reosoning ’ My
intellectual pride made me aids that there uould
he some aas 10 go ti, Cosi ialtr than hi humbling
ond mimeo!. Mot I 00111l1 010 help
10
t1lleS11011 1110 pa,
nosed l’or Ille
101 turned to the hook ,tt I ( toroollnans. elmpler
10i, ICfn teat". - I he sinsjwitual loon does
not retene the gins ttl ths Spirit of (iod tor duos
are tolls to hint and he
not .ahle to under
stand then, because they arc spirituislls discerned "
Although I hasf not read the Bible. I had
never quesinmed its validity, ond thew answers
h,,u,ms vpresloons. &redly front the Word ssf God,
sidisftedm,,iunto.11ectual curiosity
Uhe pastor told Inc very deftnitely God does
exist old ilk reason I did not know 111111 Nan
Olaf I Is, 414101.111S dead Slowly’ I hegan to
see that on is not not what you do, hut who
sou are 1 hi, Bible said that the things pertaining
iss God would he loolishnem to anyone aho had
not been spiritualls horn
and that fit IIIS
caw otaciy \1,o I earnc to the conclusion that
if God rends eseas, finding dos out Is thy uunnst
inoportant step I would cser take Missing out
could he set, swoosh indeed.
I looked at the pastor agam "Can I realls
trust this guy." I a.,ndered. -or is Ise a ;Mom
I was still looking for a Ismphole Although I
wanted 10 leaVe than pastor’ office right then.
I decided that if God ts real. He must bc quite
inescapable and well worth knowing if the Bible
is true.
Ilse truth hvgan to dawn on rue that although
I called missed a scientist in this realm I had
ocher toed the witiple0 osperiment of prays’’,
to God and asking
hi make Himself real to
me it Ile dal esist The pastor esplained to roe
Mai I mnm,.tb Linn 10 GUI nilb !he stnsplicsis of a
hide shild This soml, sons,- to me for I knea
that 4 (awl acre lair Ile amid hasc to treat
a child lust 1.1, He tr..ites1 an adult Mai all
must come to thin h, the same simple process
by faith Olds ills self determination to run my
own life and nis personal pride kept ow front
making a commitment ml ins Ide lo Jesus I host
It sou aant No Income a ( hrishan I amid
like to In, a aitness to st.- the pastor said This
showed me that there was nothing he sould dim
ine Right then I quit tighten.’ down inside

I had an inner sense of "letting go" I quietly
prases1 to God. asking Flint to enter im heart
and tato: tact no life. I told Him that I wanted
to knou His presence and help and forgiveness.
In a moment’s orne I was flooded with the
love of Jesus Christ our Lord I had :in overwhelming sense of God in and with mc There
was no mistaking this (Inc who had suddenly
Ix-some real in no heart and life I was profoundly ond deeply changed. This was ths: same
Jesus ( host I had begun to loam about when
reading Matthew. Mork. Luke and John the
God oil the Bible the Ons, who the Bible says
is "the same yesterday tido and Ioniser "
I had ,conie out 01 spiritual night into spiritual
day 1 ho re was a great sense ssf real rest and
completeness a sense of belonging.
As I fell the pastor’s %Mice that alternoon
and drove home. tears .4 joy streamed Joan my’.
face I realired that Jaws Christ was nsav usIng
in nie, that what my Christian friends had been
trying to tell me was blerally tIle, there really
IS a God of lose who runs the universe, who is
anxious and willing ro 111001 anyone oho will
smite Hint into his Ine
I didn’t change my had habits osernight nor
find complete debserance from all ins doubts. kut
I diwissered that the Wide brought deep insights into Myself ahich I had ocher found elsewhere It was ille 1,10041 Of Jesus Christ which
cleansed me of tits guilt and sin, something
which sears of psychoanalysis had failed to do
I was nos, inseparably joined to the Lord Jesus
Christ the most fascinating, magnetic. interesting Pawns who has oar walked this earth. It
aas Ile who nnmmw brought me peace and power
and IIIS I had nog, known before Receising
Jesus Christ. the I sod and Master of all the uni
vow. into my life treed nie front the selftnade
amid of deception and unreality into the light
of Truth
As II scientist. I base repeatedly put the Bible
Iss the test in the laboratory 01 life. and I am
fully eons tneed that this remarkable document is
preessels what it 01anns to he the inerrant in.
lalImblo %%Ord .4 God In this Master Plan of late
are revealed the htdden seereis of the universe
to all who are willing to see
Aro SOO aiding to discos,. by a simple ex
penment of faith the lo ing God of realits^
Relieve dna km) Hai), II Gewl
Ait rat Hi) evalintintit itt 001.
Mali 1041 faith Pond IMP PM Hint.
I hen sou will dm
as I have. that Jesus
( host the Creator of the universe, is the one
complete answer to life -the key to everything’
The Bible says
"And gethauf faith it if impewahl. /in
please him Mad). Far whoever ...add
draw near to Gad matt heliere that
hr gum and Mat he rewardi thaw
who (diligentlY) seek han"
(Hebrews It hl
Lambert Dolphin. In
t145 Old trace Road
Palo Alto. Calif 9410h
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